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Linda Cohen Client Testimonials
“Thank you for a great program at the CSA conference. Your content, your passion,
and enthusiasm are evident. I’ve recommended you for our ComForCare annual
conference. I think your workshopping style and technique is of great value. Hope they
select you.”
Zack Demopoulos , Owner, ComForcare Home Care
“I've worked with Linda professionally on a few separate occasions. Linda's message on
"kindness" is not only refreshing to hear and something that should be core to all
workplace cultures, but it's also the person delivering it that makes all the difference.
Linda is a kind-hearted person who is thoughtful and generous, smiles a lot, and is
incredibly smart. The kindness message sticks with the people she works with because
she delivers it in such an eloquent way and strongly believes in what she says. I highly
recommend you hire Linda.”
Brandon Laws, Senior Director, Marketing and Product, Xenium HR
“As one of our Association’s event planners, I’ve hired dozens of speakers over the last
15 years. While Linda’s presentation isn’t about healthcare quality, bundled payments,
or the future of the ACA, it is about something that is critical to the continued success
of any organization ~ kindness. In an era of hostility, sometimes directed at our
organizations, it’s amazingly useful for all our volunteers, staff and leaders to be
reminded that kindness really does pay off. Linda shares that idea and challenges the
audience to harness that power for good.”
Darryl-Lynn Oakes Director, Communication, Idaho Hospital Association
“Linda’s tenacity for kindness is contagious. She speaks from her heart and leads from
the same. She brought a new kind and nurturing dimension to our leadership training
that was authentic. We all gained a great deal from Linda’s presentation.”
Beth Garfinkle Hancock Program Executive, JCC’s of North America
“We are all still talking about your training. Well worth our time and money!”
Kimberly Lindsey, Executive Director Community Counseling Solutions
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“Linda is an engaging, dynamic communicator! Her presentation on The Economy of
Kindness was insightful and inspired and provided my team ways to better support
each other while serving our customers. I highly recommend Linda for presenting to
your organization.”
Gary Schmidt, County Administrator, Clackamas County
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